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1. Objective

This project is aimed at:

Developing countries are facing a challenge to create a new vision for regional development for their future. This vision consists of regional development plan, industrial cluster plan, and an ideal life style in residences with sustainability. Ideal future regional development plans can be integrated by utilizing regional resources. Southeast Asia is one of the most resource-rich regions: it has a huge amount of forest area, which is a large natural resource for renewable energy. Our project aims to create an ideal future development plan for developing countries by creating carbon neutral energy, regional cluster of industry, future standard of lifestyle and high quality tourism. This project will also create a science-integrated simulation model of regional industries clusters and regional development plans for developing countries. We will simulate and create a future development plan for local governments.

2. Project Outline

To that end, the project will consist of the following phases:

This project will create a future development plan for local governments/regions of developing countries. Industrial clusters of renewable energy will be investigated to determine whether it is feasible for the regions of developing countries in a specific country and region, and will investigate the impact of future development.

(a) Investigation of regional resources and societal aspects
We will investigate the overall characteristics of a selected region/local government in some developing country, including natural resources, societal structure, industrial structure, social issues to be resolved, culture, public perception and regional climate. We also investigate available new and high technology applicable to the region.

(b) Creation of an economic model with input-output table associated with physical development plan
By downscaling from the national input output table, we will create a regional I-O table and a related inter-regional I-O table. We will also investigate means of describing a development plan in that I-O table.

(c) Research on new concepts of societal structure and life style
We will discuss ideal future life styles and societal concept with local citizens of the region. We will also
create a psychological model of public satisfaction to evaluate lifestyle and regional development. The model will be also implemented in an I-O table.

(d) Simulation of current economy and society
With the developed economic model with input-output table associated with the physical development plan, we will simulate the current state of the regional economy to assess the applicability of the model. Then, we will apply the model to the future plan for the region to anticipate the impact of the plan, including the renewable energy industrial cluster.

(e) Creation & Simulation of New Regional Policy
We will investigate various development plans, and especially a renewable energy strategy, to select the best development plan for the region.

3. Expected Performance
In this project, the successful candidate would be expected to:
(a) Have the ability to understand and integrate sciences of various fields from engineering to economics, and psychology.
(b) Be able to create inter-disciplinary and trans-disciplinary simulation models and programming.
(c) Be enthusiastic about learning Japanese, and English conversation

4. Required Skills and Knowledge
The successful candidate for this project will have the following knowledge and skills:
(a) Basic knowledge of civil engineering and economics.
(b) Computational programming knowledge and skill.
(c) Basic psychology knowledge.
(d) Research experience in policy making
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